ENGLISH 280 — COLLEGE COMPOSITION II — SPRING 2015

Section 30: 1:00 – 1:50 p.m. MW
Section 33: 2:00 – 2:50 p.m. MW
Room: Simpkins 315 (Classroom) and Simpkins 319 (Computer Lab)

Instructor: Rebecca L. Wort
E-mail Address: RL-Wort@wiu.edu

Office: Simpkins 138A
Office Phone / Voicemail: (309) 298-2757
Office Hours: 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. on Mondays,
11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. on Wednesdays,
11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. on Fridays,
and by appointment.

Please feel free to contact me via e-mail or telephone, stop by my office during the office hours given above, or schedule an appointment with me to ask any questions or concerns you have about an assignment or something discussed in class.

A student urgently needing to contact me should both e-mail me AND leave a message on my office voicemail.

Mailbox Location: Simpkins 122 (open 8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday)

Course Description/Objectives: According to the WIU official course description available in the Undergraduate catalog, English 280, College Composition II, “reinforces the centrality of writing as a way of discovering and clarifying ideas, making informed judgments, communicating with members of a specific audience, and arguing toward conclusions.” In other words, it is designed to help students continue to improve in their ability to write effective, well-developed essays while also further develop the ability to critically analyze, evaluate, and integrate correctly-cited and -documented source material supporting and further developing the controlling idea stated in their essay’s thesis. By the end of this course, students with a C (equivalent to a 73%) and above to pass English 280 and be able to produce the lengthy, documented, multi-sourced, stylistically and grammatically sound essays typically required in higher-level courses in their major area of study.

Pre-Requisites: Completion of English 180 (or an ENG 180-equivalent course accepted for transfer) with a grade of C or better and a minimum of 24 hours of college credit.

Students can find and read the complete course description, including WIU and the Writing Department’s goals for this course, available in the “Vital Course Documents” box of Western Online or at the following website:
http://www.wiu.edu/cas/english_and_journalism/writing/280_handout_F13.pdf

Important Note: Dropping this course requires the permission of the instructor and the Director of Writing. If you wish to drop this course, you will need to e-mail or speak with me first, and I will forward your request to the Director of Writing for consideration since the Director of Writing does not automatically grant permission. Because getting permission to drop is a multi-step process, you should begin that process early.

Course Requirements: 3 major papers and other semester coursework is worth a total of 400 points (pts).

Paper #1 / Informative Research Essay 60 points (“Working” Works Cited worth 10 pts; Complete Final Draft worth 50 pts)
Paper #2 / Argumentative Research Essay 135 points (“Working” Works Cited worth 20 pts; Rough Draft Conference worth 15 pts; Complete Final Draft worth 100 pts)
Paper #3 / Critical Analytical Essay 60 points (“Working” Works Cited worth 10 pts; Complete Final Draft worth 50 pts)

Homework Assignments / Quizzes 50 points
Participation in In-Class Activities 50 points
Participation in Class Discussions of Assigned Readings 20 points

A student’s final grade in the course will be determined by where their total number of points earned throughout the semester falls into the following grading scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>400-370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-</td>
<td>369-358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>345-330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-</td>
<td>329-318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>305-290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>289-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Required Course Textbook:

Additional Texts: I will assign additional reading materials (i.e., excerpts from other composition textbooks and essays similar to the papers that I ask students to write) over the course of the semester. When I do so, I will provide copies of these additional reading materials by posting them under Assigned Readings on Western Online by 5 p.m. the day I assign them in class.

Please note that when I assign and provide on Western Online a copy of any reading not in the required course textbook, I will expect students to access and read that material before coming to the next class with either an electronic or printed copy of it in hand, prepared to discuss that reading as a class.

Required Course Materials:

E-mail Account: Giving me an e-mail address that you actually use and check on a fairly regular basis is very important, as I will use e-mail to send out, between classes, any important reminders or information I have forgotten to give you before the next class meets. Likewise, if you experience any problems receiving my class e-mails, please tell me so we can work together to resolve the issue as soon as possible.

Basic Note-taking Materials (i.e., pens, pencils, notebook paper, etc.): Bring these materials to each class, along with your textbook and/or any assigned readings not in your textbook and any written homework due that day. Coming without these materials and thus coming to a class unprepared will be viewed as a lack of class participation and will negatively affect your final semester grade should doing so become a habit for you.

Two-Pocket Folder: You will use this folder each time you hand in a major paper.
A Safe Place to Save Your Work To (e.g., a USB Flash/Thumb Drive): While I would like students to have 1 thumb drive to save their work on, I strongly recommend you save your work, particularly for major writing projects, to 2 different places to help protect yourself against a computer issue leading to the loss of all of your work on a particular writing project or assignment and forcing you to start all over again. I recommend you bring your flash drive with you to each class; thus you will be sure to have it when class meets in our assigned computer lab.

Course Policies Regarding:

1.) Attendance: Class attendance is required. Students have 6 absences, excused or unexcused, to use at their own discretion. Each absence a student accumulates after those 6 will lower his/her final semester grade by 40 points (equivalent to 10% of the total number of points in this course or, in other words, a whole letter grade). For example, if a student earns a B+ at the end of the semester but has missed 7 classes, that student would have 1 absence over the allowed 6, leading to 40 points being deducted from his/her final semester grade and thus, lowering his/her B+ to a C+. As I do not differentiate between excused or unexcused absences, please use your absences wisely. While I always welcome and appreciate students who document, send an OARS Absence Notification and/or directly contact me regarding a particular absence and I do make note of that student doing so in my records for him/her, please note that doing so does not guarantee I will overlook any absences that student has over the allowed 6. Please come to me with any questions you have about the attendance policy.

Please Keep the Following in Mind When You Miss Class:

A. Participation points given for any in-class activities and/or class discussions of assigned readings that you miss the day(s) you are absent cannot be made up since you were not there, in class, to participate in those activities and/or discussions.

B. If you miss a class, you will be responsible for turning in any homework assignments due the day(s) you missed class and any assignments due the day you return. In other words, I will expect you to:

   (a) Read the homework posting for the class(es) you missed on Western Online to see what we did that day in class and what homework, if any, students need to prior to coming to the next class, and possibly talk to 1 or 2 classmate(s) to find out what we specifically discussed in class the day(s) you missed;

   (b) Complete the homework assignment(s) given the day(s) you missed before returning to class; and

   (c) Return to class ready to turn in any homework assignment(s) due the day(s) you missed class and any assignment(s) given that same missed day(s) and thus are due the day you return to class.

   Please note that the homework posting for any particular day of class, discussing what we did in class that day and what students need to do as homework for the next class, will be posted under Homework Assignments on Western Online by 5 p.m. each day class meets. If I assign students any readings not in their textbook and/or I pass out to students a class handout during a particular class, the homework posting for that class will refer to those additional readings and/or class handouts and say where they are located on Western Online.

2.) Coming Late to Class: Coming to class late is disruptive for the entire class, so please make every effort to get to class on time. If you are coming from a class immediately before mine that is in a building all the way across campus and thus you may often walk in late to my class, please make me aware of that fact as soon as possible, so we can work together on that issue. If you come in late to class, whatever the reason, you are responsible for making sure you sign the attendance sign-in sheet passed around at the beginning of each class. Saying you are not coming from another class immediately before mine, you will be counted as tardy if you are more than 10 minutes late. For every 3 tardies you accumulate in a semester, you will lose 1 of your 6 absences. If you are more than 25 minutes late to a class, you will be counted absent (losing 1 of your 6 absences), although even in that instance, a student is obviously welcome to attend that class anyway to demonstrate their desire to do well in my course (which I will make note of in my class records for that student).

3.) Class Participation: Participation not only in class activities but also in class discussions of the assigned readings is essential. This class is based on collaborative learning and discussion, and coming to class prepared to actively participate in that class is a part of that learning and discussion and thus is a significant part of your grade. Again, coming to class unprepared and without the materials needed for you to fully take part in class that day will be viewed as a lack of class participation and will negatively affect your final semester grade should coming unprepared to class become a habit for you.

4.) Homework Assignments:

   A. All homework assignments need to be typed, unless I specifically state otherwise in my verbal and written instructions for a particular assignment, because if I cannot read a student’s handwriting, I cannot give the proper credit due to him/her for completing the assignment. Any handwritten assignment a student turns in without my permission will automatically not receive full credit.

   Because homework assignments must be typed, I strongly recommend students print out their assignments (and major papers too!) the night before they are due. Please avoid waiting until the last minute (i.e., seconds before coming to class) to print out any written work due that day in class. While I can give at least a few reasons for not waiting until the last minute to print your homework, quite possibly the most important one is that WIU computers and printers often stop working the moment that you desperately need them to work. Needing to print your homework assignments and/or papers is not an acceptable excuse for being late to class.

   If you have a problem completing or, in rare extreme cases, printing a particular homework assignment, let me know, via a phone call/voice message and/or e-mail, of your problem as soon as possible, and we will discuss possible ways of solving your problem. Please do not wait until I collect that assignment in class to tell me of your problem and expect me to give you an extension on that particular assignment.

   B. Late homework assignments, for whatever reason, will not be accepted for credit unless it is:

   (a) securely attached to 1 of the 2 late-homework coupons I will give each student to use at their discretion over the course of this semester and
(b) is turned within 7 days of its original due date. Otherwise, the student will receive a zero for that assignment.

Again, if you miss class the day a homework assignment or major paper is due, you can still turn in that assignment, as on-time—without having to attach to it a late-homework coupon—as long as you turn in that particular assignment (again, due the day you missed) either by e-mailing it (as an attachment) to me before you return to class or handing it to me when you first return to class after being absent (either giving it to me before that class starts or when I collect the homework due the day you return).

5.) **Major Papers (MP)**: I will expect your final draft of a major paper project to be typed and double-spaced and be written in standard Edited American English, with a separate title page preceding the start of your final draft and a header (with your last name and the page number) in the top right-hand corner of each page of that final draft. I will also expect you to follow the MLA Style of Documentation when citing within the text of your final draft and documenting, on the Works Cited page, any outside sources you have used in your final draft. Please attend class and refer to the assignment sheet for each major paper for more specific instructions regarding a particular major paper.

A. Please also note the following regarding each Major Paper, you will:

(a) **Go through the Peer-Response Process**, an activity that we will usually do in class. Since I will not grade any paper that has not gone through the entire peer-response process, saying you miss class on a peer-response day, you are responsible for getting the same number of peer responses to your paper as your classmates received after participating in that day’s peer-response session, before coming to class to hand in the final draft on the day that MP is due. Those peer responses must be done outside of class time by a classmate(s) in 1 of my 2 ENG 280 classes this semester (unless otherwise approved by me), who will need to read your rough draft for that MP before responding to that MP’s Peer-Response Questions which I will hand out in class and post on Western Online that same day.

(b) **Be expected to turn in both a hard, physical (printed) copy and an electronic copy of your Final Draft (including its title page and Its Works Cited page) for a Major Paper that Major Paper’s Dropbox on Western Online.** So, you will hand in a printed copy of your final draft (including its title and Works Cited pages) in class the day a MP is due, as well as submit an electronic copy of that same final draft (and title and Works Cited pages) to that MP’s Dropbox on Western Online by 11:59 p.m. that same day. (For example, if a MP is due on Mar. 2nd, then you will hand in a printed copy of your final draft (and its title and Works Cited pages) for that MP at the beginning of class that day and submit an electronic copy of that same final draft (again, and title and Works Cited pages) to that MP’s Dropbox on Western Online by 11:59 p.m. the night of Mar. 2nd.) Again, I will not grade a student’s final draft for a major paper until he/she has submitted an electronic copy of his/her final draft—including its title page and Works Cited page—for that MP to that MP’s Dropbox on Western Online, in addition to including a printed copy of it in his/her Final Draft Folder that they hand in to me.

(c) **Be expected to include, in your Final Draft Folder for a Major Paper, hard, physical (that is, printed) copies of any and all sources that you used and (hopefully) correctly cited within the text of your final draft and then documented by listing those cited sources on the Works Cited page of your final draft.** I will expect that you clearly label the included printed copy of each source you use, cite, and document in your final draft and that within the copy (of each source) itself, you clearly indicate any and all passages that you ended up including within the text of your paper (whether by quoting, paraphrasing, or summarizing).

B. **Late Major Papers**: As far as the major papers are concerned, any required materials (listed on the paper’s assignment sheet) for your Final Draft Folder for a Major Paper missing from that Final Draft Folder when you turn it in to me in class the day it is due, and/or a complete electronic copy of your Final Draft for that MP (“complete” meaning your title page, Works Cited page, and final draft for that MP) submitted to that Major Paper’s Dropbox after 11:59 p.m. the night of that MP’s due date, will not be accepted without the following consequence:

For each school day that a student’s Final Draft Folder for a Major Paper and/or 1 or more of the required materials for that Final Draft Folder is late and/or electronic copy of his/her final draft for that paper is incomplete, that student will be docked 10 percent of the total possible points that Major Paper is worth from whatever grade he/she ends up receiving on that paper. (For example, if a Major Paper is worth 50 points and your Final Draft Folder for that major Paper and/or 1 or more required materials for that Final Draft Folder is 1 school day late, and/or the electronic copy of your final draft is incomplete for 1 school day, 5 points (equivalent to 10% of the 50 points that paper is worth) will be docked from whatever grade that you end up receiving on that paper.)

If I have still not received the missing item(s) after 10 school days, I will no longer accept that paper for credit, resulting in a zero for the final draft of that Major Paper.

Occasionally, in extreme circumstances, I may grant a student a short extension. However, I will not consider an extension on a major paper unless you contact me BEFORE coming to class the day the paper is due. If you do contact me before the paper is due and I agree to give you an extension, we will work out a second deadline together. If you do not turn in Final Draft Folder for that Major Paper (with all of the required items (as listed on that paper’s assignment sheet) in that folder) and submit an electronic copy of your final draft (again, including its title page and Works Cited page) for that Major Paper to its corresponding Dropbox by the second deadline, your paper will not be accepted as late without the consequence outlined above.

If you are experiencing difficulties with a paper assignment and need assistance, please come and talk to me as soon as whatever difficulty you face starts, so I can help you determine how to overcome it. If you are missing a particular item I have required you to include in your Final Draft Folder for a Major Paper or something has happened to the electronic copy of your final draft, let me know, via a phone call/voice message and/or e-mail, of your problem as soon as possible, and we will discuss possible ways of solving your issue.

Once again, please feel free to e-mail or call me or stop by my office should the need arise.

6.) **Conferences**: You are required to attend at least one conference (usually after students have participated in the Peer-Response Session for Paper # 2) to discuss your writing in the class. To do this, I usually cancel a certain number of classes to make time in the semester for that set of student conferences. If you miss this conference and do not call beforehand to cancel and reschedule, you will lose your conference time and be
To read about your rights and responsibilities as a student, please visit the following web page: http://www.wiu.edu/provost/students/.

A Final Note: This syllabus is subject to revision as circumstances arise. I will consider any such revision very carefully. Any changes will be provided to each class in writing.
Overview of the 3 Major Papers for Ms. Wort's ENG 280 Course – Spring 2015

1. **Paper # 1 – Expository/Informative Research Essay (5-7 pages) : 60 points ("Working" Works Cited worth 10 points; Complete Final Draft worth 50 points)**

   **Assignment :** After choosing a controversial issue (that (1) is not a banned topic and (2) is debatable, has at least two opposing sides, and is one you are interested in learning more and writing about the next several weeks), write an essay in which you **objectively inform** your readers about controversial issue (e.g., the controversy at the heart of the debate, its history, its relevance in today’s society, the positions of major opposing sides, etc.), using what you already know about it and correctly cited and documented information/material from at least 4 different credible sources found while gathering and putting together research for this paper.

2. **Paper # 2 – Argumentative Research Essay (10-12 pages) : 135 points ("Working" Works Cited worth 20 points; Rough Draft Conference worth 15 points; Complete Final Draft worth 100 points)**

   **Assignment :** Using the same controversial issue chosen as the subject of Paper # 1 and after narrowing your focus to one specific area of the debate involving that controversy, write an essay in which you state your position on that issue and, after briefly providing readers with an objective overview of the debate surrounding that issue (possibly a very condensed version of Paper # 1), also do the following:
   - Support and defend your position by providing valid, clearly stated, and fully developed reasons for why you believe the way you do;
   - Incorporating credible source material from 6 different credible sources (in addition to any used in Paper # 1 and used in the same or in a different capacity in this paper) to support your argument for your position;
   - Address and refute counterarguments (i.e., concerns or objections the opposing side usually brings up in support of their own position and your refutation/response to those objections); and,
   - Following the MLA style of source documentation, use in-text citations throughout the paper to acknowledge where you found incorporated source material and have a Works Cited page at the end of the paper to provide full bibliographic information for all sources cited within the text of the paper.

3. **Paper # 3 – Critical/Analytical Research Essay (5-7 pages) : 60 points ("Working" Works Cited worth 10 points; Complete Final Draft worth 50 points)**

   **Assignment :** After choosing 1 short story, argumentative essay, OR movie from the list given on the assignment sheet and after reading/viewing and reviewing the selected piece carefully, write an essay in which you first objectively and concisely summarize the piece and then critique or analyze the piece by providing and developing your own evidence-supported position regarding the piece’s meaning and how that meaning is conveyed, incorporating material from the selected piece and correctly cited and documented information/material from at least 2 different credible sources (such as critical readings, movie reviews, articles discussing related events/issues, etc.) discussing your selected piece or similar main ideas/theme.

**General Evaluation Criteria for Each Paper :** The grade a student receives on any of the papers listed above will be determined based on how well the student’s written work:
- Clearly develops a stated thesis and fulfills the content requirements for the assigned paper—requirements that will depend on the kind of essay being written (e.g., informative, argumentative, critical/analytical, etc.) and that will be listed on the assignment sheet of each paper;
- Is coherently organized in such a way that is appropriate to its purpose and audience and uses transitions to maintain the flow of writing from one paragraph/main idea to the next;
- Clearly conveys the writer's unique voice and prospective;
- Is free of or contains few errors in grammar, usage, and mechanics that take away from meaning of a sentence or the paper; and
- Correctly cites any material from outside source material with in-text citations and documents that source material on a corresponding Works Cited page, using the MLA Style of Documentation.

*Please note that while the general subject matter of a paper listed above may change as the semester progresses, the type of paper (i.e., informative, argumentative, critical analysis, research) and general evaluation criteria for the three papers will not.*